Lake Roland Nature Council’s “Art on the Trail” exhibit celebrates the combination of art and nature with engaging,
thought-provoking installations in the natural beauty of Lake Roland. Park visitors can view these dynamic sculptures by
Maryland artists along the Red & Blue Trails just beyond the Light Rail tracks. Begun in 2014, this annual exhibition was
developed as part of the Lake Roland Master Naturalist program. For more info: artonthetrail@lakeroland.org
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These three resonant tubes housed in the cross section of a
tree. This sculpture is played by turning the crank or by a
sufficient wind. Tubes resonate strongly at first and if
undisturbed will ring softly for several minutes. The ambient
nature of the sounds act as a calming element complimentary
to their surroundings. Please play with care.
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with Bee House"

Originally installed as an earth work with reference to burial
mounds, this installation has been retrofitted to provide habitat
and food for solitary bees, specifically mason bees (osmia
species) and leafcutter bees (megachildae species).
These gentle creatures provide pollination for wild flowers,
nuts, fruit and even vegetables.

(E)

: “ POLLINATOR HEXAGON I with Bee House"
This installation constructed with stone, native plants and a
solitary bee house hopes to inspire interest into the plight of
bees, both native and exotic. In 2018 Maryland became the
first state to ban consumer sale of neonicotinoids, thought to
contribute to the demise of bees.
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Paul Rodriguez: “ Quetzalcoatl ” (2019)
Quetzalcóatl, or plumed serpent, is among the most enduring
mythical figures. With origins in pre-Hispanic civilizations.
While in some stories he could appear as human, but was
typically portrayed as a snake with feathers who represented
the primal energies of wind and movement. Plumed serpent
mounds have been found in both North and South America at
locations where it is believed these energies are at their peak.
This sculpture seeks to remind onlookers toward making
ecological innovations by recycling trash and inspiring humans
to invent their own ways of making healing changes to the
Earth.
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Robin Williams: “ Doorway ” (2019)
Assisted by: Michael Burdinski
"The doors to the world of the wild Self are few but precious. If
you have a deep scar, that is a door, if you have an old, old
story, that is a door. If you love the sky and the water so much
you almost cannot bear it, that is a door. If you yearn for a
deeper life, a full life, a sane life, that is a door.”
Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estés
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